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 Bank agrees to take our suggestions in to consideration while modifying the club performance 

recognition scheme, centenary year gift, Centenary year campaign scheme , Star Performer 

Scheme, Scholarship reimbursement by considering the Rent Receipt as proof of stay other 

than hostel, improve personal accident coverage scheme and sensitize the field functionaries 

to comply to settlements and understanding with the Association.  

 It was agreed to bring in corrections in maintaining the Digital Transfer Dairy to make it 

compliant to transfer to policy and as per suggestions of the Association. Our units to furnish 

details to us to further improve.  

 Ongoing discussions with the Association to continue to finalise modalities to ensure 

recruitment of Sub-staff to redress the issues of non implementation tripartite settlement with 

the Association in full.  

 Association’s proposal to devise alternate medical reimbursement scheme for the employees 

and retirees will be taken up for review.  

 Bank’s Central Office had issued guidelines to NRO to conduct higher assignment processes 

to fill all vacancies, issue orders, consider transfer requests and keep the position of end 

vacancies ready to fill up from the new recruits to be reporting shortly. Our units should 

follow up with respective NROs .  

 Inter State Transfers and Spouse Ground Transfers will be considered as per recommendation 

of NROS and as per availability of vacancy.  
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 Bank will take up the Associations demand for group insurance cover with the top 

management.  

 Fresh instructions as per discussions on reimbursement of UBIREMAS will be issued.  

 Bank will issue staff circular to include GST component also while sanctioning Furniture 

Loan , not to increase ID level of probationer clerks , to nominate employees for training with 

sufficient notice period and to consider the  

 Allotment of Holiday Home for second and subsequent users but with certain restrictions to 

keep it on trial basis to test.  

 Although Association’s demand to conduct special recruitment process to remove shortage in 

manpower in Varanasi zone it was agreed to factor the need through proper assessment and 

include it in indent.  

 Agreed to take up the issues relating to settlement of medical claims with TPA and Insurance 

Company. However our units are requested to advise our members to lodge their grievance in 

the portal in Union Parivar.  

 Issues relating to Cash Recyclers, Cash Transportation, Digitization and Outsourcing beyond 

settlement separate meeting with the relative verticals will be held.  

 On the issue of implementation of Supreme Court Directions on 1) one more option to 

pension for CRS imposed employees and extension of 5 years notional service to specialist 

officers it was informed that DFS approval is yet to be received. However we have pointed 

out the unrest among the retirees and also the injustice arising out of such forceful delay and 

insisted that Bank should implement the SC direction without waiting for DFS approval. It 

was decided to take up our views before the top management.  

 The Higher Assignment policy for identifying Special Assistant Vacancies amended with new 

business criteria.  
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1) Since the Meetings were to undertake half yearly review, our representative trustees requested for key 

financials of the trust to evaluate the performance. But due to annual closing the same could not be made 

available. However it was decided that the department will provide key financials of the trusts to trustees. We 

may submit our views and convey the same to our units on receipt of the same.  

2) In case of certain investments of Pension & PF Trust pertaining to IL&FS debentures where interest has been 

defaulted, our trustees have requested the Bank to 1) Take all steps to recover the investment with Interest 2) 

write to IBA since there are other Banks also like us having investments in IL& FS and request it to write to 

concerned authorities and 3) write to NCLT & Government to protect the interests of Trust. Bank is also taking 

up the matter with all seriousness.  

3) Bank is yet to implement the Supreme Court’s Decisions on 1) extension of notional 5 years of service to 

retired specialised officers who retired without completing 33 years of service and 2) Extension of option of 

Pension to Officers imposed with CRS. It was conveyed in the last meeting that DFS approval is awaited. 

However even after elapse of 6 months the approval is yet to come. Hence while reviewing the steps initiated by 

the Bank so far we have conveyed that the delay is causing concern and unrest among retirees. We hope the 

Management will take it seriously and resolve the issue.  

4) On the issue of implementation of Supreme Court Direction over forfeiture of Gratuity on Moral Turpitude it 

is observed that the Bank is of the opinion that the verdict is case specific and restricted to the particular case 

only. Hence we have requested the Bank to review its stand and adhere to the verdict in true spirit and 

implement the same. In case of Bank sticking to its stand we may have to direct the concerned employees also to 

approach the Court citing the Supreme Court decision in the specific case and bring legal intervention for 

settling their dues.  

5) In case of Gratuity to Deposit Collectors We once again submitted that the contention of Bank over the order 

of Hon Delhi High Court requires review. We also observed that the order of Delhi High Court is being 

challenged before Supreme Court. Under the circumstances we have advised the Bank to place all the details 

like the number of Deposit Collectors working in the Bank, number of Deposit Collectors retired but are 

otherwise eligible to receive gratuity and also the liability before the trustees. The concerned department will do 

the needful.  

6) We also raised the issue of updation of pension & family Pension that are being under discussions as 

demands from the Unions at industry level and wanted to know whether our Bank has carried out any 

calculation to arrive at liabilities etc. However Bank conveyed that it had not done any exercise over it but will 

do the needful if decision is taken.  

7) We also raised the issue of holding exclusive meeting over issues relating to NPS scheme and it was decided 

to hold the meeting at the earliest after collecting the details. 

§¾¡Æ¨Á Å¡úòÐì¸Ù¼ý,    
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